Proof. Let MN = Wx © ■ ■ ■ © Wt be a decomposition of MN by indecomposable /^(A^-modules. Because M is a component of (MN)G, M must be a component of Wa for W one of the Wx. We show this W is unique. The Mackey formula (44.2) of [3] gives D where the sum is taken over the distinct double cosets D = QzN for z in G, and W(D) = {WQ^Nz-i}Q. We can have Q=QnzNz~1 if and only if z-^Qz^N. Because the /7-Sylow subgroup of G is cyclic, this can happen if and only if z~1Qz=Q; that is z e N. Hence there is exactly one D for which W{D)= WQ and for all others, W{D) is a sum of modules with vertex properly contained in Q. But now M is a direct summand of WG so MQ is a direct summand of (W°)Q. Moreover WQ is a direct summand of Af0. Hence all other summands of MQ have vertex properly contained in Q. In particular all A"(AA)-summands of MN other than W have vertex ^ ß. Hence W is unique.
Now we want to count the number of nonisomorphic indecomposable K(G)-modules. We shall proceed in the following way: For a /»-subgroup Q we first count the number of indecomposable A^(G)-modules with vertex Q. By Proposition 1 it is sufficient to count the number of indecomposable A"(A^(0)-modules with vertex Q. To accomplish this we count the number of nonisomorphic direct summands of the induced module V when L is an indecomposable A^(ß)-module with vertex Q. The last step is to count the number of choices for L.
Let Q be a ^-subgroup with generator j# 1. The ideals K(Q)(y-1)', i' = 0,..., \Q\ -1, give a full set of isomorphism types of indecomposable A^(0-modules. If L is such an ideal, the induced module LN can be identified with the left ideal K(N)L. For any xeiVwe have x~xLx=L because x'1K(Q)x = K(Q) and the ideals of K(Q) are linearly ordered. Thus K(N)L is a two-sided ideal. Let {ej be a full set of mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents of K(N). Since K(N)L is an ideal we have a decomposition We summarize these remarks in the following result.
Theorem. Let G be a finite group with a cyclic p-Sylow subgroup P, and let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. The number of nonisomorphic indecomposable K{G)-modules is
where the sum is taken over all nonidentity subgroups Q of P and where np(X) denotes the number of p-regular conjugate classes in the group X. This can sometimes be useful when trying to compute the Cartan matrix (cw) for K(G), (83.8) of [3] . If {[/¡} is a full set of nonisomorphic principal indecomposable modules for K(G) then the composition length of Ui is 2y %• Since every submodule of Ui is indecomposable there are at least 2u cu indecomposable 7£(G)-modules. This number will be the total "number of indecomposable modules if and only if every indecomposable module has a unique simple submodule. By a theorem of Nakayama [8] this happens if and only if K(G) is a generalized uniserial algebra. That is each Ui has a unique composition series. So we have the following:
Corollary.
Let G, K, and i(G) be as in the theorem, and let C=(ctj) be the Cartan matrix for K(G). Then J.i,j ctj^i(G) with equality if and only if K(G) is a generalized uniserial algebra.
3. Examples. Let G=LF{2,p) for p an odd prime. The order of G is Up-l)p(p+1) and so the /»-Sylow subgroup is cyclic of prime order p. Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. We shall describe all the indecomposable representations of G over K. The Cartan matrix for K(G) is given in Brauer and Nesbitt [1] . There are r+l=%(p+l) principal indecomposable modules U0, C/j,..., Ur. Let F0, Flt..., Fr be the corresponding irreducible modules. The composition factors of the Ut are given as follows :
To determine the indecomposable modules we must first determine the arrangement of the composition factors of the C/¡. The following notation will be convenient. If J= radical K(G) and M is a .K(G)-module we write
From the properties of the injective hull of a module ( §57 [3] ) it follows that a module M with a unique minimal submodule isomorphic to Ft must be a submodule of C/j. Using this we determine that It is interesting to note that the modules constructed are independent of the maps ya, V Appendix. The purpose of this appendix is to discuss the subdirect sum of two modules over an arbitrary ring and give a test to determine when such a module is decomposable. In general subdirect sums of modules are very complicated to deal with. This case will be no exception. However when one of the modules in question is small enough, say with a unique minimal submodule, the test becomes manageable.
Let A be an arbitrary ring and Mu M2 two left ^4-modules. Suppose there are homomorphisms <pu <p2 of Mu M2 onto a common image F. We construct a submodule M of Mx © M2 by taking all pairs (mu m2) for which <pi(m1) = (p2(m2). Define <p± on M1 to be the natural map M1 -> F. Let <p2 be defined on M2 by setting 92Ím2) = C»i(wi) provided the pair {mx, m2) is in M. By choice of F, <p2 is welldefined and M is the submodule of Mx © M2 constructed as above from ^ and <p2. We use the notation M={Mi; <p¡} for this module. Now suppose M = {A/¡;9¡} is decomposable, say M=L1©L2 with Z,¡^(0). Then Li<^M1 © M2 so L¿ is a subdirect sum, not necessarily of Mu M2 but of ít/Lj) = M}i. There are maps X^ such that Ayi(L¡) = Ei for some Et and Lj = {M"; Ay} 1 á i,j ^ 2.
Of course there are restrictions on the Aw imposed by the fact that L^M. The precise relation is given in the following proposition. Construct My, Ai; as in the paragraph preceding the statement of the proposition. Let ktj be inclusions and define y¡ so that the upper square commutes. That is for mu e Mu let yi(Ali(mli)) = 931(Ä:li(wli)). Suppose A11(w11) = 0. Then there is an element (mn, 0) in Lx and hence in M. Thus <pi(m11) = 0 so yx is well defined. Similarly y2 is well defined. We now check that the lower squares commute. Pick m21 e M21. There is an element (mn, m21) in Lx for which A11(w11) = A21(m21). Thus Yi ° A2i(w2i) = Yx ° Au(»iii) = <px ° ¿u(mn) = <px(mxx)-
The element (»in, w21) must also belong to M so <Px(m11) = cp2(m21). Thus 72 ° ^2l("l2l) = 92(m2x) as required. Use a similar argument for the lower right hand square. This proves I. Statement II follows from the construction. The fact that L¡ ^ (0) implies III and statement IV follows because the sum Ly © L2 is a direct sum. It may be difficult to use this proposition because there is no indication how one should choose the MtJ having been given only {M¡; cjJ. We list three facts which may help to determine the Mu in certain cases. Again consider the k{j as inclusions.
(1)
Mn + Mi2 = Mt for i = 1,2. (2) ker Xn n ker Ai2 = (0) for / = 1,2.
Statement (2) follows because a nonzero element in the intersection can be used to violate the uniqueness in IV for the element {mu m2) = (0, 0).
We now apply this proposition to show the modules constructed in the previous section are indecomposable. If any of the modules can be decomposed then there is a smallest one that can be decomposed. Let Va,..., Ve, Vk be the shortest sequence in the ordering (*) for which one of the four (or possibly two if Va = VJ modules M, M', M", Mm is decomposable. We suppose M is the one, the treatment of the other cases being almost exactly the same.
In order to apply the proposition we first describe M as a subdirect sum of two modules, Mx and M2. For Mx take Vk and for q>x take Xk. For M2 take the module constructed from the sequence Va,..., Ve (or take M2 = Va if Ve = Va) and for <p2 take the map ye ° ttb where ire is the projection onto Ve. Then we have M={Mt; <pi}. We suppose M=L1©L2 with Lt^(0) and so we have a collection of modules and maps as given in the proposition and the diagram such that I-IV are valid.
Mi has a unique minimal submodule so nonzero submodules have a nonzero intersection. Thus by statement (2) one of the maps An, A12 is one-to-one. Suppose it is A12. Then E2 is a submodule of M1 and also a homomorphic image of a submodule of M2. By inspecting the composition factors of M2 we see there cannot be a submodule E2 of M1 which is a homomorphic image of a submodule of M2 and which also maps onto F. Thus y2(E2) = (0) and M22 Ç ker <p2.
If we also take into account the arrangement of the composition factors of M2 we see that E2 must be Fk (the minimal submodule of M]) or (0), for no other submodule is a homomorphic image of a submodule of ker <p2. Since A12 is one-toone we have M12 = Fk or M12 = (0). In either case statement (1) above implies M11 = M1. Since no submodule of M2 can map onto Mx we see A1X is not one-toone. In particular (4) Fk ç ker An. Now take any m2 e ker <p2. By IV we have (0, m2) = (mn, m21)+(-mu, m22).
The element -mn is in M12^Fk and so by (4) A11(«j11) = (0). By the condition in IV, A21(wj21) = 0. This proves (5) ker <p2 = ker A21 + A/22. Now choose z e ker A21 n M22. There is some m12 e Fk such that (w12, z) e L2.
By (4), A11(w12) = 0 = A21(z) so that (m12, z) eL\. Since L^ ©L2 is a direct sum we have z = 0. In particular (5) is a direct sum decomposition of ker <p2. However ker<p2 is a module of the type M' constructed from the sequence Va,..., Ve. By the choice of M we must have ker <p2 indecomposable. Hence either kerA21 = (0)orM22 = (0). 
